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Pre-Word

This code of conduct covers all aspects of the “Furcation” online event. By accessing any content deemed as
official Furcation content (such as our Discord, Twitch stream or VRChat world), you are agreeing to be
bound by this code of conduct.
This Code of Conduct only applies to aspects regarding “Furcation Online” events. These rules do not apply
to “Furcation” in its usual form. The terms and conditions of the platforms we use (Twitch, Discord, etc) are
also to be agreed and adhered to. Any user who does not follow the terms and conditions of these platforms
will be reported accordingly.
“Furcation” is a trading name of “Furcation LTD”. From hence forward, “Furcation LTD” will be referred to as
“Furcation” to reflect the online event taking place.

Code of Conduct

1. Furcation Online will be classed as PG-13, however there may be content that is unsuitable for younger
viewers/users. Viewer discretion is advised.
2. Furcation reserves the right to refuse access to any of our platforms to any person. If you feel that you
have been unfairly refused access, you will need to raise a complaint with the chairman using the contact
details listed below.
3. Please treat other Furcation online viewers, Furcation Staff and members of the public respectfully.
4. If you are told to stop or to leave someone alone, you will do so immediately. There is no discussion.
5. Harassment of any kind will not be tolerated both in and out of the online event. Such matters will be
handled by our Furcation Online admin team with a final decision taken by the chairman and/or Vice
chairman. Dependent on the nature of the harassment, we may also involve law enforcement agencies for
resolution in line with the victim's wishes.
If you are harassed or bullied, you must report this to a member of the Furcation Online admin team
immediately. The incident will be discussed and handled by them first and foremost. If a sufficient resolution
is not to satisfaction, both from a viewer and/or admin team standpoint, the case will be escalated to the
head admin team.
It may be possible for non-furry viewers to watch our streamed content. They are very welcome to watch
the streamed content, but if they cause harassment to any other viewers during the stream, you have every
right to report this to one of our admin team, who will deal with it accordingly.
6. Furcation cannot be held responsible for inability to access its services due to technological restraints. We
have made every effort to make our content as user friendly as possible across a wide range of devices. The
Furcation administration team cannot offer tech support if the problem is not linked to our services.

7. You may duplicate aspects of the Furcation Online 2020 streamed content for personal use only (such as
enjoying the content offline, or uploading to social media/video streaming services). It is not permitted to
duplicate the entire stream for upload to social media without prior consent of the Furcation Chairman.
8. Cyber-attacks (for example, ‘hacking’, Denial of Service attacks or forceful disassembly of Furcation based
assets) is illegal. Any attempt found of any user committing cyber-attacks during Furcation Online will be
reported to the police accordingly. We will also report any attacks to the relevant platform for their own
investigations.
9: You are responsible for adhering to all terms and conditions of the providers we use, as well as this code
of conduct. We are not responsible for your user accounts being ‘blacklisted’ or barred from using their
services if you break their terms and conditions. If you are barred from using any provider’s services, please
take it up with them as we have no power over their decisions.

Final Notes

Furcation and its staff are also bound to this code of conduct. If you find a staff member breaching this code
of conduct, you are within your right to report this accordingly and immediately.
If you feel you have been treated unfairly, please contact the Chairman or Vice Chairman after the event in
writing. If you need to get in touch with us, please send an email to:
•
•

Jasper Foxx (Chairman): chairman@furcation.org.uk
Anthony Vauden (Vice Chairman): vicechairman@furcation.org.uk

The chair persons will then conduct a thorough investigation and their decision is definitive.
DISCLAIMER: This code of conduct is correct at time of update and is the definitive version.
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